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The Club Magazine is printed Bi-monthly and members are
invited and encouraged to submit articles to the Magazine
Editors.
General Meetings are held on the third Thursday of each
month, at 7.30pm in the Salvation Army Complex on
Goonoo Goonoo Road Tamworth
Club Runs are held on the Sunday after the monthly
meeting.
Members of clubs receiving this magazine are cordially
invited to participate in the activities of T.V.C.C. To satisfy
regulations, the receipt of the invitation must be recorded
in your club minutes and acceptance forwarded.
Address all correspondence to:
The Secretary
Tamworth Vintage Car Club
PO Box 3275
TAMWORTH NSW 2340
or
tamworthvintagecarclub@gmail.com
or
visit our website:
www.TamworthVintageCarClub.com.au

TVCC EVENTS CALENDAR – DECEMBER 2019 ONWARDS [11/12/19]
The following events have been categorised to assist those vehicles on Conditional Registration:
CLUB AUTHORISED EVENTS: These are events which are organised by our club, plus other events where
our Club has accepted an official invitation. Please carry a copy of the Club magazine or events calendar with
you. Non Log Book and Log Book Users: No need to record any details.
DATE 2019 DETAILS
Sat 14 Dec
Presentation Day at Bendemeer Hotel. Arrive at hotel at 12.00.
Sat 21 Dec
Christmas Lights Run. Meet at 7.00 at Truck Memorial for lights tour at 8.00.
MEETINGS Note: There will be no monthly meetings in December 2019 or January 2020.
2020
19 January
Presidents breakfast. 8.00 - 10.00
6 February
Pie Run to Gunnedah Museum. Lunch at Services & Bowling Club.
Sat 15 Feb
Special Run to the Lavender Farm at Willow Tree where processing will be on
display.
This visit is re-scheduled from the cancelled visit on 25 November 2019.
20 February Meeting commencing 7.30 at Salvation Army Hall, 328 Goonoo Goonoo Rd.
23 February Monthly Run to Armidale Antiques Fair and lunch in a park.
5 March
Pie Run to Molly Mays at Manilla
7 March
Special Run to Liverpool Plains Military Tatoo at Quirindi
19 March
Meeting commencing 7.30 at Salvation Army Hall, 328 Goonoo Goonoo Rd.
22 March
Monthly Run to Quipolly Dam
28 March
Special Run to ‘Seasons of New England’ at Uralla
Sat 28 Mar – 2020AHMF National Historic Motoring Festival at Albury / Wodonga.
Fri 3 April.
For details visit: ahmf.org.au/2020Tour
Sat 4 – Tues Temora. I Don’t Want To Go Home Rally. TVCC Secretary has Entry Forms
7 April.
Includes CHMC AGM at Temora on Sat 4 April
2 April
Pie Run to Quirindi RSL
The starting point for all runs is the carpark of the Country Music Hall of Fame at 561 Peel Street
(Paradise Caravan Park side). Sunday Runs depart at 9.30am, and Pie Runs depart at 11.00am.
Contact Greg Campbell if you have any queries on Monthly Runs or Special Runs, and Michael Crawley for
queries on Pie Runs. All contributions or suggestions for runs are welcomed

OTHER INVITATION EVENTS WHERE OUR CLUB IS NOT PARTICIPATING AS AN
AUTHORISED CLUB EVENT: Non Log Book Users: It is essential to advise the Registrar before
participating in these events. Carry the Club magazine or events calendar with you.
Log Book Users: You must record these in your log book.
DATE 2019
CLUB
DETAILS
8 Feb 2020
Uralla
Show n Shine at Uralla Show. Adm (Show) $6 pen. Tony 0417456634
1-3 May 2020 Kempsey
Hat Head Rally at Hat Head on 1 – 3 May 2020. Kevin 0418 225 810

FOR OTHER FUNCTIONS SUCH AS WEDDINGS, SCHOOL FORMALS, INTERSTATE TRIPS
AND OTHER EVENTS:
Non Log Book Users: You will need a Permit to Move from the Registrar. This must be obtained prior to the
event, and carried to the event. In extenuating circumstances, separate prior arrangements can be made with the
Clubs Office Bearers to obtain a Permit to Move.
Log Book Users: You must record these in your log book.

SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE:
Non Log Book Users: Ring the Registrar and advise details before proceeding.
Log Book Users: You must record these in your log book.
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
Thank you for your support over the past year. In some ways it has been a personally trying one, but we
humans are a resilient bunch. It’s also amazing how a multitude of under six year olds and a couple of inherited
four legged “children” keep you grounded. I recently attended a pre-school concert where one four year old was
the leading angel, a role I had previously thought she was incapable of fulfilling. We all clapped
enthusiastically at her efforts and relived the nativity scene over and over on our iPads that night. Oh to be the
centre of attention.
Whether or not you are a person of faith, there do seem to be key messages that we are reminded of at
Christmas. Peace on Earth and Goodwill to all are timely reminders of what is good and what we should aspire
to.
I’m not one for making new year resolutions - losing weight or exercising more seems to be a lost cause but
Iam determined in 2020 to finish my Humber Hawk project and possibly even to “scratch” that classic car
“itch” I’ve been harbouring for many years - so keep an eye out. One of the YouTube channels I follow is a
British car enthusiast. I like the way he drives vehicles I have aspired town and just likes the way that driving
them makes him feel.
Enjoy your time with your family. Have a happy and Holy Christmas and bring in 2020 with a bang! Please
come along to my home on Sunday 19th January for the President’s Breakfast between 8.00 and 10.30 am.
Don’t forget to bring your chair, crockery and cutlery. I don’t hold great optimism of green grass, but the
company and food should make up for that.
Looking forward to 2020.

Enjoy your heritage motoring.

Peter Wright
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TAMWORTH VINTAGE CAR CLUB Inc.
MINUTES OF ORDINARY MEETINGS
The minutes of Ordinary General Meetings will no longer be printed in this
journal.
These minutes are available on the Tamworth Vintage Car Club website;
www.TamworthVintageCarClub.com.au
Should you wish to have a printed copy of the minutes and do not have access to the
internet, please contact one of your Committee members.

Sponsorship
We are pleased to advise that the postage for distribution of “The Tamworth Spark”
is now being sponsored by
“Bearfast / Bearquip”.
We would like to thank the management and staff for their support. We would also
like to recommend that you in turn support this local company when next you are
considering a home, business, agricultural or car related purchase.
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2019 Registration Inspection Day

On Saturday 30 November Max and Gwen Russell generously allowed us to use their shed and
facilities to carry out our registration inspections for the year. Once again Brian Orman fronted up and put in
a herculean effort to inspect 42 cars and a truck, thanks Brian, your dedication to our Club is appreciated and
invaluable. I am very pleased to say that all vehicles inspected passed the going over and everyone is able to
pay some more money to Transport NSW to get on the road with only a few minor running repairs to be carried
out. I am talking about a blown bulb, a loose wheel bearing and the like, small things that you don’t notice
when driving the car but I am sure that within a very small timeframe those little things will be attended to.
During the day I was busy updating all of the Clubs records in respect to our car registration and
insurance details, I had a busy afternoon on the computer when I got home and I am pleased to say that our
records are now stored electronically and easy to check or alter. Speaking of checking and altering, can I ask
members to let me know when they have paid their registration or insurance so the records can be updated,
either by email on marggreg@bigpond.com (the preferred way as I have written confirmation) or by
telephoning 0407205390 or 67671306 (leave a message if I don’t answer).
I would again like to thank Brian for his work and also gents that put their thumbs up when lights
worked and also Phyllis, Clare and Heather for keeping the jug boiling and supplying a welcome cuppa. I also
say again, well done on the state of your Club car, you and your vehicles are a credit to Tamworth Vintage Car
Club.
Greg Campbell, Registrar.
1/12/19
*****************************************************************************************

INTEGRATION OF ROADS & MARITIME SERVICES (RMS) WITH
TRANSPORT FOR NSW
We have been officially advised that following integration, the name RMS will no longer be used in the future.
Changes to logos, processes and systems will be done over time to minimise the impact on RMS operations.
From 1 December any reference to RMS will be taken to mean TfNSW.
“While TfNSW and RMS have already been working together as one team for many months, this significant
milestone lets us take the next steps in strengthening our ability to deliver integrated transport solutions across
NSW and provide better customer and community outcomes”.
*****************************************************************************************

RMS LOG BOOK WORKSHOP - DECEMBER 3RD 2019
As Council advised in the November 2019 “Dinkum Oil” the RMS intended to consult with stakeholders about
further development of the Log Book.
Necessary reforms to the Log Book were highlighted by the historic and classic car sectors in the recent Log
Book Review, and the RMS noted these, so with a workshop this week RMS has commenced the process for
the re-design of the actual Log Book and discussions around improving the processes by which Log Books are
issued and managed.
The RMS workshop involved a group representing the CHMC (aka the Bush Council), the ACMC (CMC,
SMA, Hot Rods, etc.) and two major historic and classic motorcycle clubs. CHMC was represented by its
President, Ray Ives, Committee member, Jenny Fawbert, and Club nominee, Michael Jeanes. That the RMS
considers this initiative of importance was highlighted not only by this opportunity for useful discussions but
also the presence of senior RMS staff from several departments – Compliance, Policy, Service NSW, Business
Analysis, Technical, Resolution, Stakeholder Engagement and IT.
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The day was spent working through what doesn’t work, what could work, and what may be possible in the
future with digital technologies for our Log Books. However, it was made clear by all from the hobby sectors
that the Log Book could not yet be a totally digitally based system, a hard copy option was necessary.
Clearly the format of the current Log Book, i.e. a piece of paper, was the reform most significant to us, the
users at the workshop, and this it seems is a priority at RMS. Re-designing the format so that it both captures
the required information about vehicle use for the RMS, Police and insurers, and provides users with conditions
of use in a way that works best for both those in the hobby and the RMS was much discussed.
Following our workshop the RMS was going to conduct similar meetings with representatives from the Police,
the insurers and Service NSW. A new format Log Book maybe won’t come straightaway but it is in the
pipeline.

THE DINKUM OIL
A drop from the Council of Heritage Motor Clubs to keep you going
RMS affirmed several aspects of HVS and CVS during its meeting with the Historic and Classic Car
Industry Working Group on 30th October:
It will consult with stakeholders about further development of the Log Book, including detailed design of
the format. Invitations will be sent out this month for workshops in December to consider design of a
revised Log Book
No matter what format is eventually used by Log Book operators, it will eventually require all details
(including use) to be able to be recorded digitally within RMS.
HVS is available only to vehicles 30 years or older with manufacturer’s options or period accessories. Seat
belts or trafficators are permitted. Mechanical or non-period body changes not offered for that model by
the manufacturer such as :
o Power steering
o Power windows
o Aftermarket seats
o Disc Brakes
o Alternative wheels from a different manufacturer
o Intake and exhaust systems from a different manufacturer
exclude a vehicle from HVS.
RMS Compliance has advised that it will continue to act against breaches of vehicle HVS or CVS eligibility,
and its website will soon enable such breaches to be reported directly.
Alternatively, breaches may be reported to CHMC’s RMS Liaison Officer (Peter Wright). Reports will need:
Vehicle HVS or CVS registration number, date, location and photograph/s with description indicating
noncompliance
concern.
CHMC will celebrate its 50th Anniversary in conjunction with next year’s half yearly General Meeting
It will be held at Raymond Terrace on the weekend of 24th /25th October 2020.
Heritage motorist and Cartoonist Warren Brown will feature as Guest Speaker
Clubs are encouraged to plan a Club visit or tour to the area, either before, after, or spanning the
The Tamworth Spark
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celebration
Council will keep members updated with further information regarding our upcoming anniversary
For further information contact:
Peter Wright (RMS Liaison) phone 0417 250 798 regarding RMS, or
Kathy Booby (CHMC Secretary) phone 0418 235 797 regarding the 50th Anniversary
More information about this, and other items of interest, can be found on Council’s website:
www.heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au

The Tamworth Vintage Car Club Awards – 2019.

It is with great pleasure that the following awards are presented:

Best Unrestored - Cliff & Phyliss Bird – 1987 Magna
Best Owner Restored - Greg & Margaret Campbell – 1950 Vanguard
Best Pre-War - Alan & Maree Early – 1933 Dodge
Best Post- War - Paul & Maureen Matthews – 1972 MGB
Best Attendance at Pie Runs - John & Marilyn Smith
Best Attendance at Club Runs - Graham & Tanya Faulkner
Club Member if the Year - Heather Frankel
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7th NOVEMBER PIE RUN TO
WALLABADAH
With Tamworth enduring one of the worst
droughts on record it would be remiss not to
mention it here, and this day typifies what’s been
happening. Since the October Pie Run we had a
day of really good rain which was pure heaven.
But that was it. Since then we have been having
cooler to moderate temperatures, but today was
very hot and accentuated by really high strong
winds that made the old cars a bit of a handful.
17 members headed off straight down the
highway which was the quickest route:

Also participating were: Michael & Mary – Jag,
Carl & Lyn – Crown, Peter – Mercedes, John &
Marilyn – Model A, and Ken & Clair in a
modern.
The good company and venue made it a pleasant
outing.
NUNDLE CAMPOUT
22 -24 NOVEMBER 2019
This was one of the best runs yet. You know
why? Listening to the pitter patter of rain on the
tin roof of the camp kitchen. And in Nundle
which is Tamworth’s water catchment area!
The campers were Paul & Nerida, Arthur & Kay,
Lance & Kerry, Ken & Clair, Peter, John, Neil &
Bruce, and Alan & Maree who made the day trip.

Variety of vehicles at start with Paul & Nerida’s
Chev on left, Alan & Maree’s Dodge, Neil’s
Landcruiser, and Ian’s MG.
And good to see a nicely presented newcomer
joining the fleet:

John and sister Leanne with recently acquired
1988 Mercedes 420 SEL (V8)
The Marshall McMahon Pub at Wallabadah lived
up to its good name and those bangers n mash for
$10 are unbeatable. Then the sticky date pudding
and ice cream was mentioned and the sweet
tooths found a bit more room in the belly.
The Tamworth Spark

It is a lot different to the camp oven style of
cooking we had at Attunga for many years, but
the facilities at Nundle are very good and coupled
the good company guaranteed a pleasant relaxed
evening.
5th DECEMBER PIE RUN TO
MANILLA BOWLING CLUB
This was the last Pie Run of the year and 21
members turned up which was a good effort. It’s
back to the hot dry days with no respite in sight so
we will be looking forward to the Presentation
Day and the Christmas Lights run which are
coming up.
But out at Manilla Bowling Club the Chinese
contingent kept up their high standards and we all
left with full bellies.
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Feature Article
John Stacy’s W126 series
1988 Mercedes Benz 420SEL
Background (courtesy of Wikipedia)

Paul’s Chev with Michael’s Rolls to the left and
Cliff & Phyllis’ Mercedes at the rear.

The Mercedes-Benz W126 is a series of SClass automobiles manufactured by MercedesBenz between 1979 and 1992. Premiering in
September 1979 as the successor to
the W116 line, the W126 was the second
generation to officially bear that prestigious
designation, an abbreviation for the
German Sonderklasse or "special class." It
introduced many Mercedes-Benz safety
innovations, including the first
seatbelt pretensioners.
The W126 was initially offered with straightsix, V8, and a turbocharged diesel engine for the
sedan. A C126 2-door coupé version was
introduced in September 1981.

Peters Model A and the FB Holden of Brian &
Heather to the left
Also attending in moderns were: Alan & Maree,
Michael C & Mary, John & Leanne, Lance &
Kerry, Roly & Trish, John & Cherie and Terry &
Lyn.
Congratulations to Michael C for organising the
Pie Runs for 2019. The numbers who have
consistently attended speak for their success.

Michael J and Cliff discuss their British and
German cars
The Tamworth Spark

The W126's twelve-year production run between
1979 and 1991 was the longest of any S-Class
generation since that designation began to be used
by the company in the 1970s, an homage to the
first "S" designated top-class models, the mid1950s 300 S and 300 Sc
Following the debut of the 1970s
generation W116 (which also included the
limited-production Mercedes-Benz 450 SEL 6.9),
Mercedes-Benz began plans for the nextgeneration S-Class model in October 1973.
Codenamed "project W126,"the project had
specific goals: an improved ride, better handling,
and improved fuel efficiency. These
improvements were aimed at helping retain the SClass' market leadership as the world's bestselling prestige luxury sedan. Mercedes-Benz had
made fuel efficiency an especially pertinent goal
(named "Energy Program"), even in the large V8
engined versions of the S-Class.
In terms of the body design, the objective of the
W126 design team, led by MercedesBenz's Bruno Sacco, was to produce a car that
was sleeker and more aerodynamic than the
previous model. The application of lighter
materials and alloys combined with thorough
wind tunnel testing to reduce overall drag meant
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the car consumed about 10% less fuel than its
predecessor.
After six years of development, the W126 was
formally introduced at the Internationale
Automobil-Ausstellung (International Motor
Show, or IAA) in Frankfurt on September 1979.
The initial lineup featured seven models in
standard (S S-KLasse-Vergaser, SE S-KlasseEinspritzmotor, SD S-Klasse-Diesel) and long
(SEL, SDL) wheelbase sedan body styles: the 280
S/SE/SEL, 380 SE/SEL, 500 SE/SEL and 300
SD. Technically, the long-wheelbase (SEL)
variants were codenamed V126, but this was not
popularly known. In 1981, the coupé version
C126 (SEC, acronym for (German) S-KlasseEinspritzmotor-Coupé) of the W126 S-Class
premiered at the IAA with the 500 SEC model. In
1981, Wheels Magazine selected the W126 model
380 SE as its Car of the Year.
Although the top of range Mercedes-Benz 450
SEL 6.9 of the previous generation was not
directly replaced, the W126 carried forward
the hydropneumatic suspension of the 6.9 as an
option on the 500 SEL and later on 420 SEL and
560 SEL models.
Four years after the introduction of the fuelefficiency "Energieskonzept" (Energy Concept) in
1981, the model range had been extensively
revised. In September 1985, again at the IAA
in Frankfurt, the reworked model range was
reintroduced. Apart from visual changes to the
bumpers, side covers and larger 15 inch wheels
with a new design on the hubcaps and alloys
(optional), there were a number of technical
upgrades as well as changes made to the available
collection of engine variants was most visible.
Two newly constructed 6-cylinder engines and
new 4.2- and 5.5-litre V8s were added, and other
engines were further upgraded.
The W126 generation was replaced by
the W140 in 1991, although a satellite factory in
South Africa is known to have continued
production until 1994. The different body styles
of the W126 S-Class achieved a combined sales
total of 892,123 units (818,063 sedans and 74,060
coupés), making the W126 the most popular SClass ever produced.
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John Stacy’s Car
For some time John had considered adding an
additional car to his collection. He was after
something that would be eligible for Historic
registration combined with a level of safety and
comfort which would allow participation in club
and logbook events, regardless of the distance or
weather considerations.
As other members of the TVCC have found,
Mercedes Benz provides a number of makes and
models that fit these criteria. The fact that they are
marvellous value only adds to their appeal.
John has chosen an Australian (MB Sydney)
delivered 1988 Mercedes Benz (W126 series)
420SEL. This car was bought privately from its
previous owner of some 20 years and has a
comprehensive history file as well as much
original documentation.
It has covered a little over 190,000km and
presents very well in its “Smoke Silver”
paintwork, complimented by a cream leather
interior with burl walnut accents.
John’s car is fitted with all of the options
available when new:









Anti-lock Braking
Air Conditioning
Cruise Control
Leather Trim
Power Steering
Power Sunroof
Power Windows
Radio Cassette

It’s interesting to note that, when new, this model
cost $142,000. As a comparison a new mid-range
Holden Commodore cost $25,400 and the average
price of a house in Sydney was $150,000.
Clearly the house was the best investment
however these W126 series, and other now
eligible Mercedes Benz, are sensational value, at
the same or a fraction of the cost of a Commodore
(depending in model) or equivalent local product.
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These cars have aged beautifully, still presenting
as handsome and imposing cars from any angle.

Dues to careful design the CD (coefficient of
drag) of these cars is a creditable 0.36. All this
while maintain an unmistakably Mercedes look.

The layout of the instruments and ancillary
controls is both attractive and supremely
functional. As a result this is a look that was
retained by MB for several decades
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Very pleasingly John’s car retains its original
Becker “Grand Prix” radio cassette sound
system. The controls for the climate control airconditioning can also be seen.

The generous rear legroom is attributable to the
additional 140mm wheelbase over the SE model.

The 4.2litre SOHC per bank, fuel injected all
alloy V8 ensures effortless power with legendary
durability
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Wishing you
and your
loved ones

a Safe and
Happy
Christmas
The Tamworth Spark
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